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Abstract
In order to make up the deficiencies of the existing research results which cannot effectively deal with the
nearest neighbor query based on the line segments in obstacle space, the k nearest neighbor query method of
line segment in obstacle space is proposed and the STA_OLkNN algorithm under the circumstance of static
obstacle data set is put forward. The query process is divided into two stages, including the filtering process
and refining process. In the filtration process, according to the properties of the line segment Voronoi diagram,
the corresponding pruning rules are proposed and the filtering algorithm is presented. In the refining process,
according to the relationship of the position between the line segments, the corresponding distance expression
method is put forward and the final result is obtained by comparing the distance. Theoretical research and
experimental results show that the proposed algorithm can effectively deal with the problem of k nearest
neighbor query of the line segment in the obstacle environment.
Keywords
Line Segment k Nearest Neighbor, Line Segment Obstacle Distance, Line Segment Voronoi Diagram,
Nearest Neighbor Query, Spatial Database

1. Introduction
At present, with the rapid development of application fields such as geographic information system,
computer-aided design, intelligent identification system, Internet of Things, decision support system, the
spatial database query technology has more important significance. The nearest neighbor query [1-3] is
one of the foundations of the spatial database query. A new ST-R tree index is designed by [4] and the
nearest neighbor query algorithm in accordance with spatio-temporal information is proposed. The
authors [5] proposed the nearest neighbor query algorithm in the road network environment by using the
characteristics of network Voronoi diagram. The nearest neighbor query method based on random
partition tree is proposed in [6]. In recent years, many variants of the nearest neighbor query were derived
based on the research of nearest neighbor query, for example, the reverse nearest neighbor query [7,8],
the group nearest neighbor query [9,10], the continuous nearest neighbor query [11,12], the nearest
neighbor query based on uncertain data [13], the aggregate nearest neighbor query [14], the strong nearest
neighbor query [15], and so on.
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In reality, some restrictions on geographical are inevitable, the factors of obstacle must be taken into
consideration by the shortest distance between two objects. In [16], the nearest neighbor query method is
proposed to preserve the location privacy in obstacle space. In [17], the reverse k nearest neighbor query
method is put forward, and the search of influence scope of the query space in the obstacle space is
realized. The authors [18] proposed a new index structure O-tree, which is used to store the obstacle data,
and solved the nearest neighbor query problem in obstacle space. According to the different position
relationship of minimum outsourcing distance between the point in the data set and the query set, the
authors [19] proposed a new variant nearest neighbor query in an obstacle environment. In [20], the
method of the group reverse k nearest neighbor query in obstructed space was proposed. The algorithms
in static obstacle environment and dynamic obstacle environment were given respectively.
The above research work mainly focuses on spatial data points, however, in the practical exploration
of query problems, if the spatial objects are abstracted into points, the accuracy of the query results will
be impacted, such as mountains, rivers, roadblock, and so on. They are not suitable to be abstracted into
points in the process. In order to improve the efficiency of the query, some spatial objects can be
abstracted as line segments. [21] solved the nearest neighbor problem of line segments for the first time
and proposed the concept and the corresponding nearest neighbor query algorithm based on the line
segments. [22] required that all the nodes in the SI-tree are ordered by the relation of its geometric
position, which makes that the line segment nearest neighbor query can be quickly located the
intermediate node. [23] queried the nearest neighbor properties pair by using the nearest neighbor and
local dynamic properties of two Voronoi diagrams. By judging the position relationship between the
query line segment and the security region, the problem of the moving k nearest neighbor query over the
line segments is solved in [24].
For the nearest neighbor query based on the points in obstacle space, if there is an obstacle between
the query point and the data point, then the query will surely be affected and it is necessary to calculate
the obstacle distance. However, if the query object is abstracted as a line segment, then the query line
segment and the data line segment may be completely visible, partly visible and completely invisible.
Therefore, the k nearest neighbor query of the line segment in obstacle space is a new problem to be
solved in this paper. The method proposed in this paper is widely used in real life. For example, if some
people want to buy a house which is nearest to a school, then the effects of other buildings (obstacles)
should be taken into consideration when calculating the shortest distance between the school and the
buildings. At this point, the k nearest neighbor query of line segment algorithm in obstacle space which
is proposed in this paper can be used. Also, during the railway construction, it will inevitably encounter
obstacles such as mountains, rivers, and other factors, and in this case, the k nearest neighbor query of
line segment algorithm in obstacle space can be used in order to reduce the query error. The main
contributions of this paper are as follows:
(1) The new problem of the obstacle k nearest neighbor of line segment query is presented and
formalized defined. The role of the query is discussed in detail.
(2) The study of this paper is divided into two stages: the pruning process and the refining process.
First, according to the properties of the line segment Voronoi diagram, this paper proposes the
pruning rules for data line segments and obstacles, and the corresponding pruning algorithms are
given. In the refining process, the methods of expressing obstacle distance are given. Finally, the
STA_OLkNN algorithm is proposed. The proposed algorithm can effectively deal with the
problem of k nearest neighbor query of the line segment in the obstacle environment.
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2. Basic Definitions and Properties
DEFINITION 1 (Line segment Voronoi diagram [25]). Given a set of disjoint adjacent line segments
L={l1,…,ln}and end points of each line segment. The line segment Voronoi diagram divided the plane
into several connected regions, which is called Voronoi region. Every region is correspond to each line
segment. Voronoi diagram region of each generated line segment is given by the equation: VL(li)={p |
d(p, li)≤d(p, lj)}, among which i≠j, j∈In, and d(p, li) are the shortest distance between p and line segment
li, (linear distance between point p and line segment li in Euclidean space). The region decided by li is
called Voronoi polygon. The figure defined by VL(L)={VL(l1),…,VL(ln)} is called line segment Voronoi
diagram. Each edge of a line segment Voronoi diagram is composed of a straight line segment or a
parabola segment. Voronoi polygons which share the same edge are called adjacent polygons, their
generated segments are called adjacent generation line segments.
Property 1. The nearest neighbor of generated line segment li is in the adjacent generated line segment
of li.
DEFINITION 2 (k level adjacent generated line segment [25]). Given a set of generation line segments
L={l1, l2,…,ln} in the Voronoi diagram, among which 2<n<∞, and when i≠j then li≠lj. Among them, i,
j∈In={1,…, n}. The k level adjacent generation line segment of li is defined as AGk(li)={lj |VL(l) and VL(lj)
has common edge, l∈AGk-1(li)}.
DEFINITION 3 (Line segment visualization). There are two line segments li and lj in obstacle
environment, we connect the left and right ends of the two line segments to form a polygon P. If P does
not intersect with any obstacles, then the line segment li and lj are completely visible; If there is an obstacle
which has intersection with any side of P, then the line segment li and lj are partly visible; If there is an
obstacle which has more than one intersection with P, then the line segment li and lj are completely
invisible.
DEFINITION 4 (Line segment shortest distance [21]). Given two line segment L and K, the point l, li,
lj∈L, the point k, ki, kj∈K, dist(l, k) represents the distance from point l to point k, suppose the shortest
distance between line L and K is dist(L, K). Then dist(L, K)={dist(li, lk) |dist(li, ki)≤dist(lj, kj)}.
DEFINITION 5 (Nearest distance of line segment with obstacles). There is a query line segment
lq(suppose its left and right end points are respectively m and n) and data line segment li. If two line
segments are visible, the Euclidean distance of two line segments is noted as Vdist(li, lq), then the obstacle
distance of two line segments is equal to the Euclidean distance, that is Odist(li, lj)=Vdist(li, lj). If two line
segments are completely invisible and there is an effective obstacle Ok between two line segments, then
the obstacle distance is the shortest distance of the two line segments bypass the obstacles, which is
Odist=min{dist(m, Ok)+dist(Ok, li), dist(n, Ok)+dist(Ok, li)}.
DEFINITION 6 (Obstacle k nearest neighbor of line segment query). Given data line segment set L={l1,
l2,…, ln} and obstacle set O={O1, O2,…, Om}. In the obstacle space, the k nearest neighbor of line segment
query returns k data line segments which are nearest to the query line segment lq, that is OLkNN(lq)={l∈L
|Odist(l, lq)≤Odist(li, lq)}
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3. The Method of k Nearest Neighbor Query in the Obstacle Space
In the obstacle space, the k nearest neighbor query of line segments can be divided into two parts. It
includes filtration process and refining process. The main purpose of filtration process is to improve the
query efficiency. In order to get the accurate result, the STA_OLkNN algorithm is proposed in refining
process.

3.1 Filtration Process
In the actual query process, not all data are valid for the query, and some data are redundant. Therefore,
first we need to exclude the irrelevant data. The data filtering process includes two parts: filtering of data
line segments and filtering of obstacles data.
First of all, we filter the data line segments. The main work of this process is to eliminate a large
number of non-candidates, and get more accurate LkNN candidate set in the obstacle space. Because the
polygons can be triangulated, each obstacle is abstracted as a triangular representation, and the obstacle
set O={O1,O2,…,Om} is formed. The obstacle which may have an effect on the query is called the
effective obstacle. We select a set of disjoint line segments as the set of baseline segments, that is
L={l1,l2,…,lm}. According to the properties of line segment Voronoi diagram and the definition of k
nearest neighbor query of line segments in obstacle space, Theorem 1 and Theorem 2 are given.

Fig. 1. Proof of Theorem 1 and Theorem 2.
THEOREM 1. Given query line segment lq, data line segment li and lj. From lq to lj , it need to go through
the Voronoi polygon which li is in. If lq and li are completely visible, then Vdist(lq, li)≤Vdist(lq, lj).
Proof. We prove the theorem by using the method of reduction. The query line segment lq, data line
segment l2 and l3 are given, which as shown in Fig. 1. Supposing that the distance from the query line
segment lq to the data line segment l3 is closer than that to l2, that is assuming Vdist(lq, l3)<Vdist(lq, l2).
According to the line segment distance definition, the distance between lq and l2 can be expressed as
Vdist(lq, l2)=dist(b, d), the distance between lq and l3 can be expressed as Vdist(lq, l3)= dist(b, f)=dist(b,
m)+dist(m, f). The equation dist(m, d)=dist(m, f) will be obtained in accordance with the property of line
segment Voronoi diagram. As in the Euclidean space, the triangle inequality theorem is satisfied, thus
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dist(b, m)+dist(m, d)>dist(b, d), dist(b, f)>dist(b, d), that is dist(lq, l3)>dist(lq, l2). The original theorem is
established because of the contradiction with the hypothesis. Prove finished.
Theorem 1 is applicable to the case that there is no effective obstacle between the query line segment
and the data line segment. In other words, the distance between the query line segment and its adjacent
data line segment is shorter than that between other lines. For example, if l12 is a query line segment, then
dist(l12，l5)<dist(l12,l4), as shown in Fig. 1.
THEOREM 2. Given query line segment lq, data line segment li and lj. From lq to lj , it needs to go through
the Voronoi polygon which li is in. If the effective obstacle exists between lq and li, then Odist(lq,
li)≤Odist(lq, lj).
Proof. We prove the theorem by using the method of reduction. The query line segment lq, data line
segment l6 and l7, and obstacle Oq` are given, as is shown in Fig. 1. Supposing that the obstacle distance
from the query line segment lq to the data line segment l7 is closer than that to l6, that is assuming Odist(lq`,
l7)<Odist(lq`, l6). According to the line segment distance definition, the obstructed distance between lq and
l6 can be expressed as Odist(lq`, l6)=dist(b`, n)+dist(n, d`), the obstructed distance between lq and l7 can be
expressed as Odist(lq`, l7)=dist(b`, n)+dist(n, f`). In order to prove the connection point d` and m`, dist(d`,
m`)=dist(m`, f`) will be obtained in accordance with the property of line segment Voronoi, therefore,
Odist(lq`, l7)=dist(b`, n)+dist(d`, m`)+dist(m`, n). According to the triangle inequality theorem, dist(n,
m`)+dist(m`, d)>dist(n, d`) can be obtained, thus dist(n, b`)+dist(n, d`)<dist(n, b`)+dist(n, f`), Odist(lq`,
l6)<Odist(lq`, l7). The original theorem is established because of the contradiction with the hypothesis.
Prove finished.
Theorem 2 is applicable to the case that there is an effective obstacle between the query line segment
and the data line segment. The effective obstacle between the two lines will certainly affect the calculation
of the distance between the two lines. The existence of obstacles will increase the distance between the
two lines, but compared with other data lines, the distance between the data lines adjacent to the query
lines is relatively smaller. For example, suppose l1 is a query line segment, then Odist(l1,l3)<Odist(l1,l10),
as is shown in Fig. 1.
According to Theorem 1 and Theorem 2, pruning rule 1, 2, 3, 4 are given as follows:
Pruning rule 1. We take the visible shortest distance from query line segment to data line segment as
the radius, and generate two circles with two endpoints of lq. The region which they cover is marked as
E. Then the k nearest neighbor of lq may be in the Voronoi polygon which intersects with E.
Pruning rule 2. If the data line segment in the Voronoi polygon which is adjacent to the query line
segment, then it may be the k nearest neighbor of the line segment.
Pruning rule 3. If the Voronoi polygon VL(li) of the data line segment and the Voronoi polygon VL(lq)
of the query line segment have no common edge, then the data line segment li is pruned.
Pruning rule 4. If the minimum number of Voronoi polygons passing from the data line segment to
the query line segment exceeds k, then the data line segment will be pruned.
Based on the discussion above, the filtering algorithm is shown in Algorithm 1.
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Algorithm 1. OLkNN_Line_Filter(L, O, lq, k)
Input: Data line segment set L, Obstacle set O, Query line segment lq, k.
Output: The data line segment candidate SC.
Begin
1. Generate the line Voronoi diagram in obstacle space;
2. SC←∅;
3. count=0 ;
4. sumcount=0 ;
5. if lq and lj are visualization then
6. Calculate_MinVdist(lq, lj) ;
7. Create_E ; // The region which the circles cover
8. if E∩VL(lj) != NULL then
9.
SC←SC+lj; //Pruning rule 1
10.
Judge_Position(lj) ;
11.
if VL(lj) is the adjacent polygon to VL(lq) then
12.
SC←SC+lj; // Pruning rule 2
13.
if there is no common edge between VL(lj) and VL(lq)then
14.
SC←SC-lj ; // Pruning rule 3
15. else
16. if count≤n then
17.
Traversal all of the VL(lj) from lq to lj ;
18.
sumcount=count+1 ;
19.
if sumcount<k then
20.
SC←SC+lj;
21.
else
22.
SC←SC-lj; // Pruning rule 4
23. return SC ;
End
The algorithm OLkNN_Line_Filter constructs line segment Voronoi diagram through the data line
segment set, and collects the obstacle which is formed by three points except from the end points of the
line segment randomly in any of VL(lj), so that the line segment Voronoi diagram in obstacle space is
formed (Line 1). The algorithm initializes data line segment candidate set SC, and counts variables (Line
2–4). Then we can judge whether there is visible distance between query line segment lq and data line
segment lj. If it exists visible distance, then we calculate it according to Pruning rule 1. We create area E
to filter the data line segment (Line 5–9). If the data line segment satisfies Pruning rule 2, it will be added
into data line segment candidate set SC, or it will be pruned (Line 10–12). According to Pruning rule 3, if
there is no common side between VL(lq) and VL(lj), the data line segment lj is pruned (Line 13–14). If
there is no visible distance between query line segment lq and data line segment lj, according to Pruning
rule 4, we can have screen on data line segment by judging the number of Voronoi polygons which are
covered by the route between them. The satisfied data line segment will be added into the candidate set
SC, or it will be pruned (Line 15–22). Finally, data line segment candidate set SC will be formed (Line 23).
We further filter the obstacle data. Given the query line segment lq, obstacle O and data line segment l
in candidate set SC. We connect the endpoints of the data line segment and query line segment to form a
polygon P. According to the different position between obstacle and polygon P, Theorem 3 and Theorem
4 are proposed.
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THEOREM 3. If obstacle Ox has no intersection with polygon P, then obstacle Ox is not the effective
obstacle.
Proof. We provide query line segment lq and set the left and right endpoints as point a and point b
respectively. Data line segment l1 is provided, and the left and right endpoints are set as point c and point
d, as is shown in Fig. 2. We connect the endpoints of data line segment and query line segment to form
quadrangle abcd. The obstacle O2, O3 and O4 have no intersection with quadrangle abcd. When we
compute the obstacle distance between query line segment lq and data line segment l1, it is unnecessary
to take the effect of obstacle O2, O3 and O4 into consideration, so obstacle O2, O3 and O4 are not effective
obstacles. Therefore, the original theorem was established. Proof finished.
Theorem 3 is used to filter the data line segments in the previous stage. For two line segments, an
auxiliary line is constructed by connecting their endpoints to form a polygon. If there is no intersection
between obstacles and polygons, the distance between the two lines must not be affected. So the distance
between the two lines need not be considered when the distance between the lines is calculated.

Fig. 2. Proof of Theorem 3 and Theorem 4.
THEOREM 4. If obstacle Ox intersected with polygon P, and it has no intersection with the shortest
visual distance from query line segment to data line segment, then obstacle Ox is not effective obstacle.
Proof. The theorem is proved by contradiction. The obstacle O1 has three endpoints: point e, point n
and point f, as shown in Fig. 2. Obstacle O1 has intersection with quadrangle abcd. Assuming that obstacle
O1 has impact on the obstacle distance from lq to l1 that is O1 is an effective obstacle. The shortest visual
distance from lq to l1 is represented as Vdist(lq, l1). According to the definition of line distance, the visual
distance from lq to l1 can be shown as Vdist(lq, l1)=dist(a, c). We take the effect of obstacle O1 into
consideration, the obstacle distance from lq to l1 can be represented as Odist(lq, l1)=dist(a, e)+dist(e, h).
From the triangle inequality theorem, we can get dist(a, e)+dist(e, h)>dist(a, h). So, dist(a, h)>dist(a, c),
that is dist(a, c)<dist(a, e)+dist(e, h). Therefore, when we compute the distance between lq and l1, it is
unnecessary to take the effect of obstacle O1 into consideration and obstacle O1 is not the valid obstacle.
It is inconsistent with the hypothesis. Therefore, the original theorem was established. Proof finished.
Theorem 4 is applicable to further judgment of effective obstacles. Assuming that two line segments
are visible, the shortest visual distance between two line segments is constructed as an auxiliary line. For
example, we calculate the distance between line segments l2 and l3, the obstacle O3 is an effective obstacle
in Fig. 2.
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Based on Theorems 3 and 4, pruning strategy 5, 6, and 7 are given as follows.
Pruning rule 5. If the obstacle is in the Voronoi polygon which candidate set SC of data line segments
existed, then the obstacle may be an effective obstacle.
Pruning rule 6. If the shortest distance from query line segment to obstacle is longer than the distance
to the diagonal of polygon P, then the obstacle is not an effective obstacle.
Pruning rule 7. If the shortest distance from query line segment to obstacle is shorter than the length
of polygon’s diagonal line, and it also has intersection with polygon P, then the obstacle is an effective
obstacle.
Based on the discussion above, the filtering algorithm is shown in Algorithm 2.
Algorithm 2. OLkNN_Obstacle_Filter(L, O, lq, k)
Input: Data line segment set L, Obstacle set O, Query line segment lq, k.
Output: The obstacle candidate SO.
Begin
1. SO←∅;
2. Call OLkNN_Line_Filter() algorithm to get candidate SC;
3. Partition region VL(SC) ;

4. if Ox ∈ VL(SC) then
5. SO←SO+Ox; //Pruning rule 5
6. Create_P(lq, l) ;
7. Calculate_dist(lq, Ox) ;
8. if dist(lq, Ox)>diagonal line of P then
9.
SO←SO-Ox; //Pruning rule 6
10. else
11.
Judge_Position(Ox) ;
12.
if Ox∩P != NULL then
13.
SO←SO+Ox;
14.
else
15.
SO←SO-Ox;
16.
Calculate_MinVdist(lq, l) ;
17.
if Ox∩MinVdist(lq, l) != NULL then
18.
SO←SO+Ox;
19.
else
20.
SO←SO-Ox; //Pruning rule 7
21. return SO;
End

Based on the location of the data line segment in the candidate set SC, the algorithm
OLkNN_Obstacle_Filter can partition the area VL(SC) (Line 1-3). Then we can make use of the Pruning
rule 5 to judge whether obstacle Ox is in area VL(SC). If Ox has intersection with VL(SC), Ox should be
added into the candidate set SO (Line 4–5). We form polygon P and calculate the distance from query line
segment to the obstacle. According to Pruning rule 6, we judge the relation between dist(lq, Ox) and length
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of diagonal line of P (Line 6–9). If the distance between lq and Ox is less than the diagonal line of P, then
we use Pruning rule 7 and Theorem 4 to make further judgment on obstacles, and add the satisfied
obstacles into candidate set SO (Line 10–20). Finally, the filtered valid obstacle candidate set SO can be
obtained (Line 21).

3.2 Refining Process
The refined algorithm proposed mainly has operation on the candidate set SC and SO which are produced
during the filtration process. First, the shortest obstructed distance from query line segment to data line
segment which is newly added to the candidate set is calculated. Then we compared the shortest
obstructed distance and the more accurate result of the k nearest neighbor of line segment in obstacle
environment can be obtained.
In order to represent the obstacle distance between the data line segment and the query line segment
more accurately, the following theorem 5 is further proposed.

l4
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O4
l6

m

lq

c e
a

l3

l1

f

n

O6
O3

s

e`

b`
O2

a`

O5

l5

c`
l2

f`

Fig. 3. Proof of Theorem 5.
THEOREM 5. Given the data line segment l, the query line segment lq, and the obstacle O. If there is a
visual distance Vdist (lq, l), then Vdist (lq, l) <Odist (lq, l).
Proof. Given the set of data line segment set L={l1, l2, l3, l4, l5, l6}, query line segment lq, and the
obstacle set O={O1, O2, O3, O4, O5, O6}. We create line segment Voronoi diagram as shown in Fig. 3.
When there is no intersection between the obstacle and the visual distance, the visual distance can be
expressed as Vdist(lq, l), such as data line segment l1 and l2. Because the location of the line segment is
different, the distance representation method is different. When the two line segments are introverted, we
structure the visual distance between lq and l1, that is Vdist(lq, l1)=dist(n, s). The obstacle distance between
lq and l1 is expressed as Odist(lq, l1)=dist(n, a)+dist(a, e). In the Euclidean space, then dist(n, a)+dist(a,
e)>dist(n, e), and dist(n, e)>dist(n, s), therefore Vdist(lq, l1)<Odist(lq, l1). When the two line segments are
extroverted, the visual distance between lq and l2 is constructed. As shown in Fig. 3, we can further get
the visual distance Vdist(lq, l2)=dist(n, e`), obstacle distance Odist(lq, l2)=dist(n, b`)+dist(b`, e`), and the
inequality Vdist(lq, l2)<Odist(lq, l2) can be obtained . Therefore, there is an inequality Vdist(lq, l)<Odist(lq,
l) when there is a visual distance. Proof finished.
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Theorem 5 is used to further judge the shortest distance between two lines when there are effective
obstacles. For example, the data line segments l3, l5, l6 and the query line segment lq are completely
invisible in Fig. 3, so the obstacle distance should be considered. For the partial visibility between line
segment l1, l2, l4 and query line segment lq, in order to get the expression of the shortest distance between
two line segments, we need to use Theorem 5 to compare the obstacles distance (Odist) and visible
distance (Vdist).
Based on the discussion above, further refinement algorithm for the k nearest neighbor of line segment
in obstacle environment is given, shown in Algorithm 3.
Algorithm 3. STA_OLkNN(SC, SO, lq, k)
Input: Data line segment candidate SC, Obstacle candidate SO, Query line segment lq, k.
Output: The query result set SR in static obstacle space.
Begin
1. SR←∅;
2. Odist(lq, l)=0;

3. if l ∈ SC and Ox ∈ SO then
4. Create_P(lq, l) ;
5. if Ox and two sides of P have intersection then
6.
No visual distance exists;
7.
Calculate_MinOdist(lq, l) ;
8. if Odist(lq, li)<Odist(lq, lj) then
9.

SR←SC-lj;

10. else if there is visual distance then
11.
Calculate_Vdist(lq, l) ;
12.
Odist(lq, l)=Vdist(lq, l) ; // theorem5
13.
if Odist(lq, lx)<Odist(lq, ly) then
14.

SR←SC-ly;

15. return SR;
End
First, the algorithm STA_OLkNN initializes obstacle candidate set SR and the obstacle distance from
query line segment lq to data line segment l (Line 1–2). Polygon P can be formed by connecting the
endpoints of the two lines, and then we can have a judgment on the visualization between query line
segment and data line segment (Line 3–4). If the obstacle Ox is intersected with the two edges of the
polygon P, the data line segments and the query line segment are completely invisible, so there is no
visual distance. The obstacle distance between the two lines should be expressed and further compared
to get the shortest obstacle distance (Line 5–9). If there is visual distance between the data segment and
the query line segment, then the visual distance can be represented. According to Theorem 5, if the visual
distance is less than the obstacle distance, then the distance between the two line segments is recorded as
visual distance. The algorithm further deletes the data line segments which do not meet the query
requirements from the result (Line 10–14). Finally, the more accurate query result set SR can be obtained
in the obstacle space (Line 15).
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4. Experiment
In this section, the performance of the proposed algorithm is analyzed through experiments. The
operating environment of the experiments is as follows: 2.0 GHZ CPU, 4 GB memory, 500 GB hard disk,
Windows 7 system. The adopted data set is the road network information of the State of California [26].
In the experiment, the distribution of the target data is adjusted appropriately. Let D represent the size of
the data line segment set, m represent the number of obstacles in the obstacle data set O, k represent the
number of nearest neighbor of line segment in the obstacle space.
The running time of the algorithm is treated as test indicator, and each experimental result takes the
average of 100 queries. Firstly, the OLkNN query algorithm (STA_OLkNN) is tested under the condition
of the static obstacles. Further we test the influence of the k value, the number of obstacles m, the data
set size D, and the I/O cost on the running time of the algorithm.
As the k nearest neighbor query of line segment in the obstacle environment is proposed for the first
time in this paper, the existing methods of the nearest neighbor queries in obstacle space are based on
points, so the proposed method cannot be directly compared with the existing research results. In order
to get the comparison algorithm, this paper discussed the two nearest neighbor query algorithms which
are proposed in [22] and [23]. If there is an effective obstacle between the two line segments, then we
express the obstacle distance in combination of the definition of obstacle distance of line segment which
is proposed in this paper. After some proper adjustments of these two algorithms, OLkNN_Basic1 and
OLkNN_Basic2 are obtained.
Firstly, we test the influence of k value on the running time of the algorithm. The test results are shown
in Fig. 4. In this paper, the running time of CPU is increased with the k value. But the trend of the
algorithm which is proposed in this paper is more smoothly. Because the two comparison algorithms
need to consider the impact of all data line segments and obstacles in the query process, they will cost
much CPU running time compared with the STA_OLkNN algorithm. Therefore, the proposed algorithm
in this paper is superior to the two comparison algorithms in terms of running time.

Fig. 4. The effect of k on query running time.
In the case of other conditions unchanged, we test the impact of k value on the cost of I/O. The test
results are shown in Fig. 5. The I/O costs of STA_OLkNN algorithm and the two comparison algorithms
are increased with the change of the k value. Compared with OLkNN_Basic1 and OLkNN_Basic2, in
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accordance with the filtering process of data line segments and obstacles, the algorithm proposed in this
paper excluded a large amount of useless data and decreased data access amount, therefore, the cost of
I/O is lower than that of the two comparison algorithms. It can be concluded that the STA_OLkNN

I /O

algorithm proposed in this paper is better than the two comparison algorithms.

Fig. 5. The effect of k on I/O costs.
Further we test the impact of m on CPU running time. The size of the k value set is 10 and the size of
data line segments set is 20000. Fig. 6 shows the change of CPU running time of these three algorithms.
The experimental results show that the STA_OLkNN algorithm proposed in this paper is superior to the
two comparison algorithms. Compared with OLkNN_Basic1 algorithm and OLkNN_Basic2 algorithm,
the growth trend of STA_OLkNN algorithm is more smoothly. The reason for this is that it filtered
obstacles in the filtering process and the number of obstacles influence on CPU running time is not too
much. While the two comparison algorithms need to consider the impact of all obstacles to the query, so
they will spend more running time.

Fig. 6. The effect of m on query running time.
In the case of other conditions unchanged, we test the impact of m value on the cost of I/O. The
experimental results in Fig. 7 show that STA_OLkNN algorithm is better than the two comparison
algorithms. OLkNN_Basic1 algorithm and OLkNN_Basic2 algorithm appear a clear upward trend, the
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reason is that the comparison algorithms need to consider each obstacle in the process of query. With the
increasing number of obstacles, the rate of the quantity of visiting data get larger.

Fig. 7. The effect of m on I/O costs.
Then we test the effect of the data size D on CPU running time. We set the k value as 10 and the size
of the obstacles is 2000. The experimental results are shown in Fig. 8. The STA_OLkNN algorithm can
exclude a large number of non-candidate data in the filtering process, so even if the data size increases,
the increasing of CPU running time of the query algorithm is not significant, the upward trend is more
smoothly. For the two comparison algorithms, the CPU running time is affected greatly. Therefore, in
terms of the impact of the data size on the algorithm running time, the STA_OLkNN algorithm proposed
in this paper is better than the two comparison algorithms.

Fig. 8. The effect of D on query running time.

5. Conclusions
In this paper, the k nearest neighbor query method of line segment in obstacle space is proposed. In
different situations of the line segment and the obstacle, the pruning strategies for data line segments and
obstacles are proposed based on the property of the line segment Voronoi diagram. The pruning strategies
can exclude a large number of non-candidate data and the efficiency of the algorithm can be improved.
Then the STA_OLkNN algorithm in static obstacles space is finally obtained. Theoretical research and
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experimental results show that the proposed algorithm has high efficiency. The focus of future research
is mainly on the nearest neighbor query of line segment in uncertain data and the skyline query for the
line segment.
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